In 2014–2015, the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco’s de Young and Legion of Honor were filled with nearly 1.5 million visitors representing a broad spectrum of ages and nationalities, from wide-eyed local schoolchildren to experienced global travelers.

A glance at our numbers tells a compelling story of how museums serve people within their communities and beyond: tens of thousands participating in our free admission days; hundreds of artists, poets, musicians, and cultural leaders expressing their art in immersive installations and performances; myriad volunteers and docents guiding groups—those with newborns in carriers to others with the most discerning eyes—through thousands of square feet of exhibitions culled from around the globe; and makers of all ages trying their hands at art techniques through our education programs, thus opening windows to their own creativity.

We seek to provide a journey of discovery for all who visit our museums, and we recognize and thank our donors, members, and sponsors, whose commitment, generosity, and support make it all possible.

### The Fine Arts Museums by the Numbers

- **1,442,200** Visitors to the de Young and Legion of Honor combined
- **105,300** Member households
- **63,228** Visitors on admission-free first Tuesdays
- **46,266** Students participating in free K–12 programs
- **2,558** Participants in Access programs
- **1,442** Objects acquired
- **604** Local artists invited to present exhibitions and performances at the museums
- **528** Active volunteers and docents
- **75** Local teens working in the Museum Ambassador program
- **25** Exhibitions presented at both museums

---

*Top to bottom:* Patrons enjoy Keith Haring: The Political Line during a members-only viewing at the de Young. Photo by Greg Habity Images. A visitor uses the new Voices: FAMSF app in the sculpture garden at the de Young. Photo by Alexa Beaman. Poet and teacher devorah major leads a Poets in the Galleries workshop for students at the Legion of Honor. Photo by Andria Lo. Docent Andrea Husby discusses El Anatsui’s Hovor II with a tour group in the de Young’s contemporary art galleries. Photo by Cynthia Inaba
The Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco gratefully acknowledge every individual and organization who generously supported our exhibitions, education programs, and annual operations during the fiscal year ending June 30, 2015.
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